
Fresh looks and new angles for 
teaching teens





Straw Peter Conditionals



The Project Gutenberg EBook of Der 

Struwwelpeter, by Heinrich Hoffmann 

http://www.gutenberg.org/files/24571/24571-h/24571-h.htm

http://www.gutenberg.org/files/24571/24571-h/24571-h.htm
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Pauline









Kaspar









After that, something like this goes up on the board:

Fred Konrad Pauline Kaspar

So what did the dog say
to Fred?

.

What did Konrad’s mum 
say to him?

What did the cat’s say to 
Pauline?

What did Kaspar’s
parents tell him?



After that, something like this goes up on the board:

Fred Konrad Pauline Kaspar

So what did the dog say 
to Fred?

If you touch me with that 
whip, I’ll bite you.

What did Konrad’s mum 
say to him?

What did the cat’s say to 
Pauline?

What did Kaspar’s 
parents tell him?

Fred Konrad Pauline Kaspar

So what did the dog say 
to Fred?

If you touch me with that 
whip, I’ll bite you.

What did Konrad’s mum 
say to him?

If you suck your thumb, 
the tailor will chop it off.

What did the cat’s say to 
Pauline?

If you strike that match, 
you’ll set something on 
fire.

What did Kaspar’s 
parents tell him?

If you don’t eat your 
supper you’ll get thinner 
and thinner.

And we’re working towards…



Using Fails for
3rd conditional































Round the Group
Reviews



Film Title

costume special 

effects

As good as

you expected?

Where was it filmed?

soundtrack

story

How could it have

been better?

recommendations

genre

favourite 

scene

message

dance/fight

scenes? How does it start?



Restaurant
Name

location value for

money?

best time

to go

house speciality

service

menu

How could it 

be better?

recommendations

clientele

serving

size
style

dessert menu variety



Website Name

fun?
URL easy 

to

remember?

members

forum?

pages load quickly?

external links

useful?

How could it be

better?

informative?

graphics?

adverts?

free?

entertaining? password?



Review what you do



School Book

Interesting? Good
explanations?

Photos?

How heavy?

How thick?

Student Book?
Activity Book?

What is the subject?

Good title?

Good for level?

Too easy?

What type
of tasks?

Answer key?
Useful?

Pages?

What have
You learnt

from it?



CLIP

Clothes?
Dancing?

How does it
begin?

What‘s the music?

Where is it shot?

Name

How does what you see on 
the clip fit athe music?

Why do you like it?

Message?

Favourite
part?

Funny?

Middle part?
Choreography?

Genre?

Ending?



Maths problem

In an exam?
Calculator?

How to do it?

Type of function needed?

At home/School?

Time?

What type? (algebra/equation etc)

Friends find it easy?

Uses?

Teacher?

Fun?

Who taught it to you?
When did you first learn it?

Hard?

Examples
with you?



School Rule

Why? What's the
punishment?

What happens if
you break the rule?

What can't you do?

What can you do?

Where?

What does the rule concern?

Have you ever broken it?

Last time it was
broken?

Need changing?

Is it fair?

Who gives the
Punishment? Who monitors the rule?

When?

Is it sensible?



Company profiles









Straw Peter Conditionals
Using fails for 2nd conditionals

Round the Group Reviews
Review what you do!

Company profiles.



Thanks.



Miriam's Blob







Principle #1
Play outside of our
students' conceptual

horizons



Bills & Receipts









You Choose



Principle #2
There is value in fully 

articulating issues



Draft Report Comments
Option 1 Option 2

Leonard works well but 
sometimes displays an 
attitude that is not entirely 
appropriate for the 
classroom.

Leonard works well and his 
attitude and level of 
participation are very good, 
contributing to our class 
dynamic.



Draft Report Comments
Option 1 Option 2

Morris works well but his 
behaviour at the moment is a 
little immature, especially 
when interacting with 
classmates.

Morris works well. His 
attitude and level of 
participation are very good 
and he always tries to speak 
in English.



Tommy's Noises
+ The shock of seeing
something in writing







Principle #3
Co-construct formal

narrative on students' 
performance with them



Wheel of Fortune



Principle #4
Distribute our teacher

attention fairly





Did you like Myriam's blob, the invoice idea or 
the two options report comment strategy?

Do you get what he's on about with playing 
outside of student's conceptual horizons?

Co-constructing report comments - are we on 
board with that? Could you, or would you?

And the Wheel of Fortune?



Principle #5
Old technologies 
can be used in a 
progressive way 



Two Chairs







Appearances



Principle #6
Face validity counts

when it comes to
task design





My plans for the weekend



My plans for the weekend

Words from the teacher:

Words:



My plans for the weekend

Words from the teacher:

Words:

Evaluation 080718

Grade:



Waiting



Principle #7
Cut down on waiting











ETp 107



Do little errors matter?



clothes



listen music



listen to music



becouse
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